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 Aerosol-cloud interactions take place at smallerAerosol-cloud interactions take place at smaller
spatial scales than global climate models canspatial scales than global climate models can
resolve, and must be parameterized.resolve, and must be parameterized.

 Aerosol-cloud interactions are complex; manyAerosol-cloud interactions are complex; many
aspects are unknown or poorly understood.aspects are unknown or poorly understood.

 Climate models provide limited informationClimate models provide limited information
about clouds and aerosols.about clouds and aerosols.

Why is the Indirect Effect PoorlyWhy is the Indirect Effect Poorly
Characterized?Characterized?



GoalGoal
Couple all aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions within a framework ofCouple all aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions within a framework of
parameterizations appropriate for global models.parameterizations appropriate for global models.

““InputInput”” variables (from GCM) variables (from GCM)
•• Cloud liquid water content. Cloud liquid water content.

•• Aerosol size distribution and chemistry. Aerosol size distribution and chemistry.

•• Wind fields. Wind fields.

•• Static stability/turbulence. Static stability/turbulence.

““OutputOutput”” variables (to GCM) variables (to GCM)
•• Droplet number, distribution characteristics Droplet number, distribution characteristics

•• Cloud optical properties Cloud optical properties

•• Cloud coverage,  Cloud coverage, subgridsubgrid statistics statistics

Aerosol-Cloud Interaction ModulesAerosol-Cloud Interaction Modules



Simplest aerosol-cloud interaction module: correlations
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Aerosol sulfate concentration

(Boucher & Lohmann, 1995) 

Very large variability.

Why?
• Meteorology
• Cloud microphysics
• Chemical composition
• etc…

Pro: Very simple relationship to implement. Fast computation.

Con: No causality. Large predictive uncertainty. No chance of improving. 



Droplet number is not a simple function of one aerosol parameter…

Ramanathan et al., Science, 2002

Simplest aerosol-cloud interaction module: correlations



DynamicsDynamics
 Updraft VelocityUpdraft Velocity
 Large ScaleLarge Scale

ThermodynamicsThermodynamics

Aerosol characteristicsAerosol characteristics
 Size DistributionSize Distribution
 Number ConcentrationNumber Concentration
 Chemical CompositionChemical Composition

aerosol

activation

drop growth

Droplet number is a function ofDroplet number is a function of
““everythingeverything””

““PopulationPopulation”” links: Aerosol - CCN  links: Aerosol - CCN –– Droplets  Droplets –– Drizzle Drizzle
Understanding the links between each population Understanding the links between each population 

is central for aerosol-cloud interactionsis central for aerosol-cloud interactions



From aerosol to CCN concentrations: in-situ closure

CRYSTAL-FACE closure (Vanreken et al., 2003)

Clean days: Excellent closure
Polluted days: Closure worstens



From aerosol to CCN concentrations: in-situ closure

Chuang et al., 2000

Important:
The presence of
organics significantly
worstens CCN closure.

Action:
Need to consider the
effects of organics (and
other) on CCN activity.

Note:
Instrumentation &
sampling issues may
lead to significant
biases!



Chemical Effects on Droplet Formation

 Surface Tension DepressionSurface Tension Depression
Decreases in droplet surface tension may facilitates the ability of CCN toDecreases in droplet surface tension may facilitates the ability of CCN to

activate (e.g., activate (e.g., Shulman et al., 1996;  FacchiniFacchini et al, 1999) et al, 1999)

 Partial Soluble CompoundsPartial Soluble Compounds
Partially soluble organics lower the vapor pressure of CCN, facilitating theirPartially soluble organics lower the vapor pressure of CCN, facilitating their

ability to activate. They may also affect the timescale of CCN growthability to activate. They may also affect the timescale of CCN growth
(e.g., (e.g., Shulman et al., 1996;  ShantzShantz et al., 2003) et al., 2003)

 Water-Soluble GasesWater-Soluble Gases
They add solute to the drop as it grows; this facilitates their ability toThey add solute to the drop as it grows; this facilitates their ability to

activate. (e.g., activate. (e.g., e.g., Kulmala et al., 1993)e.g., Kulmala et al., 1993)

 Changes in water vapor accommodationChanges in water vapor accommodation
Organic Film-Forming Compounds can slow droplet growth by lowering theOrganic Film-Forming Compounds can slow droplet growth by lowering the

accommodation coefficient, and either facilitate or inhibit activation.accommodation coefficient, and either facilitate or inhibit activation.
(Feingold and (Feingold and ChuangChuang, 2002), 2002)

 Aerosol Aerosol wettabilitywettability  (Raymond and (Raymond and PandisPandis, 2002), 2002)



Chemical effects: an important source of variability
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Sensitivity of Nd from chemical effects 
relative to updraft velocity for polluted
conditions.

Without surface tension depression

With surface tension depression

Important:
Chemical effects not only affect Nd;
they can completely change the
sensitivity to updraft velocity
(spectrum).

Rissman et al., JAS, 2004



Traditional view: “Variations in cloud updraft velocity is believed to be
one of the main reasons for the large variability in the observations with
respect to the aerosol-cloud droplet empirical correlations” [IPCC, 2001].

Emerging (i.e., our) view: Aerosol chemical effects can be equally
important. Both dynamics and chemistry must be considered in aerosol-
cloud interaction studies.

Chemical effects: implications for GCMs
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Variability from 
Chemical effects

Updraft velocity variability

Lance Lance et al.et al., JGR, in review, JGR, in review

Variability from
dynamic and chemical
effects are significant
and within the scatter.

This trend is consistent
over a wide variety of
aerosol types and
conditions.
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Uncertainties can be decreased by using first principles. Cloud droplet balance:

Activation is the direct aerosol-cloud microphysical link. Two types of
information are necessary for its calculation:
- Aerosol chemistry and size distribution (CCN)
- Representation of subgrid dynamics in cloud-forming regions.

Embedding a numerical activation model is too slow; must parameterize.

Physically-based aerosol-cloud interaction modules
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Probability of updraft w Activated droplets for updraft w



Mechanistic parameterizations: underlying ideas

Approach:
• Assume an aerosol size distribution and
chemical composition below cloud.
• Aerosols rise into cloud.
• Expansion generates cooling and
supersaturation.
• Aerosols activate into droplets.
• Köhler theory links aerosols to CCN
properties.

aerosol

activation

drop growth

 S

Smax

t

Major challenge:
Derive expression for the condensational growth of CCN; include within the
supersaturation balance for the parcel, and solve for the maximum.

Solution:
• Depends on the approach used in each parameterization.
• We use “Population splitting” (Nenes and Seinfeld, JGR, 2003)



Input:  P,T, updraft velocity (cooling rate), aerosol characteristics.
Output: Droplet number, Smax

How:  Solve the algebraic equation for Smax (numerically)  and Nd
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Water vapor condensation from
kinetically “limited” CCN

Water vapor condensation from
CCN that “instantaneously” activate

Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) parameterization: Formulation



How to evaluate?How to evaluate?
Process-based approach: evaluate each component (process) ofProcess-based approach: evaluate each component (process) of
parameterizations using closure studies. In our case:parameterizations using closure studies. In our case:

•• Aerosol-CCN closure Aerosol-CCN closure
•• CCN-cloud droplet number CCN-cloud droplet number

Methods of evaluation:Methods of evaluation:
•• Observations (laboratory or field data). Observations (laboratory or field data).
•• Detailed (process) modeling. Detailed (process) modeling.

Why both?Why both?
Comparison with models can suggest improvements.Comparison with models can suggest improvements.
Observations give the Observations give the ““reality checkreality check””..

Point of concern for field data: look at appropriate spatial/temporalPoint of concern for field data: look at appropriate spatial/temporal
scales.scales.

Module EvaluationModule Evaluation



N & S (2003) evaluation: compare with numerical model
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Nenes and Seinfeld, JGR, 2003



•• 10 1033-10-1044 times faster than full numerical model. Uses times faster than full numerical model. Uses
minimal amount of empirical info.minimal amount of empirical info.

•• Excellent agreement with detailed numerical model Excellent agreement with detailed numerical model
and field data and field data ((MeskhidzeMeskhidze et al.,  et al., in preparationin preparation))..

•• Recently modified to include the effect of droplet Recently modified to include the effect of droplet
size and water vapor accommodation coefficient onsize and water vapor accommodation coefficient on
droplet concentration and spectrum droplet concentration and spectrum ((FountoukisFountoukis and and
NenesNenes, , in preparationin preparation))..

•• Chemically complex and externally mixed aerosol can Chemically complex and externally mixed aerosol can
be treated, including surface tension depression,be treated, including surface tension depression,
partial solubility, film forming compounds and solublepartial solubility, film forming compounds and soluble
gases.gases.

Parameterization evaluation: summaryParameterization evaluation: summary



  Deriving formulations for modal aerosol representation.Deriving formulations for modal aerosol representation.
Many Many GCMsGCMs do not use sectional representation of do not use sectional representation of
aerosol. Modal version would save lots of CPU time.aerosol. Modal version would save lots of CPU time.

  Introduce collision-coalescence.Introduce collision-coalescence.
Link aerosol to drizzle/precipitation formationLink aerosol to drizzle/precipitation formation

  Include entrainment/mixing in parcelsInclude entrainment/mixing in parcels

  Include variable updraft velocityInclude variable updraft velocity
Address dynamical feedbacks from changes in buoyancy.Address dynamical feedbacks from changes in buoyancy.

  Mixed phase cloudsMixed phase clouds
CCN - ICN interactionsCCN - ICN interactions

Parameterization: current workParameterization: current work



• Studies show that Low concentrations of
Giant CCN are able to transform clouds
from a non-precipitating state to a
precipitating one.

  CCN         vs       GCCN
109 m-3                  102 m-3 More polluted

GCCN

GCCN diameter > 5 µm

• GCCN in past studies (e.g., Feingold et al., 1999) were assumed to be seasalt,
dust or ice.

• Other chemical effects may modify the growth of GCCN
– Black Carbon (Nenes et al., JGR, 2003)
– Film Forming Compounds (Medina and Nenes, JGR, in press)

Giant CCN (GCCN): effect on cloud lifetime

• How can cloud lifetime/precip be modified?
Changing CCN concentration (drop size effect)
Not the only way!



If black carbon is included in GCCN, the heat released can increase
the droplet temperature enough to partially evaporate the droplet.

If important, this mechanism would tend to increase cloud extent and
lifetime and cool climate through a previously unexplored pathway.

Question:
What is the BC content needed to significantly reduce GCCN size?

drop BC core

Absence of heating Presence of heating: droplet and gas phase get heated

Black Carbon and Giant CCN: effect on cloud lifetime



We assess the size of Giant CCN in a non-precipitating marine stratocumulus
cloud. Complex cloud dynamics is represented by a Large Eddy Simulation
(Stevens et al., J.Atmos.Sci, 1996).

500 Lagrangian trajectories derived from the LES are used to “drive” a cloud
parcel model and grow the GCCN in the cloud. Ensemble 1-hr averages of the
parcel properties yield average cloud properties (and GCCN size).

Aerosol
and GCCN

BC, FFC and Giant CCN: Modeling approach
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BC can effectively
decrease the size of the
GCCN, and potentially
the probability for
drizzle formation.

The presence of OC
attached to the BC can
enhance this effect.

A heating mechanism
may lead to climatic
cooling!

This effect can be
parameterized (not
shown).

Is it important?
We don’t know yet.

500 parcel average

Cloud base

Cloud top

Nenes et al., JGR (2003)

Black Carbon and Giant CCN: effect on cloud lifetime

Drizzle formation “threshold”



Medina and Nenes, in preparation

Drizzle formation “threshold”

FFCs on Giant CCN: potential effect on drizzle

Dry GCCN size is 5 µm.
25% (NH4)2SO4 (mass),
74.5% dust and 0.5% FFC.

Pristine conditions are
shown.

A very small amount of
FFC needed to significantly
inhibit growth.

Effect can be parameterized

Is mechanism important?
We don’t know yet.

Wet diameter (µm)

Medina and Nenes, JGR, in press

Cloud base

Cloud top

Implication: In the presence of BC & organics, GCCN may not influence precip.



Emission characterization: key for CCN concentrations.

Adams and Seinfeld, GRL, 2003

In sulfate emissions, if only 3% by mass occur as particulate matter,
CCN concentrations (0.2%) can increase by a factor of 5!

Mass-based emissions are NOT enough for aerosol-cloud interactions.
Size distribution is needed.



SUMMARY

A variety of aerosol activation effects need to be included (chemical
composition) in parameterizations of aerosol-cloud interactions.

Laboratory and in-situ experiments are necessary for constraining
parameterizations. Organic compounds are a major source of predictive
uncertainty.

Parameterizations are being developed that address key aerosol-cloud
interactions at their appropriate scale.

A major problem is inferring subgrid properties (particularly dynamics) from
resolved GCM quantities.

By linking parameterizations at their appropriate scale, future integration of
additional interactions (e.g., GCCN effects) is straightforward.

Sources of CCN precursors need to be carefully characterized.
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